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Hi, my name is Kirsty Partridge.

Since posting my first art tutorial on YouTube back in 2015, I’ve been

fortunate enough to build an audience with over 1 Million subscribers

and 57 Million views.

I’m even more proud of the 18,000 students who have gone through

my coloured pencil drawing and watercolour courses.

Helping this many people has allowed me to see where most budding

artists go wrong, and one of the biggest mistakes I see beginner’s

make is buying the wrong art supplies.

Which is why I created this Coloured Pencil Supply Guide, to show

you exactly what you need to get started creating beautiful drawings

without breaking the bank.

Kirsty Partridge

Creator of The Coloured Pencil Academy

CREATING REALISTIC COLOURED PENCIL
DRAWINGS DOESN’T HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE!
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Every coloured pencil is made up of 3 parts. First, you have the coloured pencil

core which is made up of pigment and a binder. The pigment is basically the

actual colour, and the binder is what holds it all together into a pencil that you

can actually use to draw with. 

Typically cheaper student grade pencils contain more binder than artist grade

pencils, meaning their colours are less vibrant because there is less pigment in

the cheaper pencils.

The final part of the coloured pencil is the casing. The casing protects the

pencil lead from breaking and is normally made out of wood.

#1Coloured Pencils

Binders are either wax or oil-based.

Wax-based pencils tend to be softer

which allows you to blend colours

easier. However, they aren’t as great

for details. This is because they are so

soft that they go blunt very quickly after

sharpening, meaning you need to keep

sharpening them to maintain a sharp

point.

Pencil Build

Wax vs Oil Binders
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Lightfastness is another thing to consider when picking your set of coloured

pencils. Lightfastness just basically means how fade resistant the coloured

pencils are when exposed to light.

This is not particularly important if you are a beginner and just practicing and

getting a feel for this medium. You don’t need to worry about getting the most

lightfast pencils, as this will only add unnecessary expense to your pencils.

But, if you want to create art to sell then you will need to consider using pencils

that won’t fade quickly. You can find information on each coloured pencil sets

lightfastness rating on their websites.

Oil-based pencils have a harder

lead making them awesome for

details. They hold their point well so

you do not need to sharpen them

as often as soft core pencils.

However, due to the hard nature of

these pencils it makes them less

effective at creating super smooth

blending.

There are 2 things to consider when choosing

which size pencil set is best for you.

1) Your budget. It is better to get a smaller set of

artist quality pencils then get a massive set of

cheap, student pencils. You really can create any

drawing with a simple set of 12 colours. But, if you

have a bit more of a budget and want more

colour options so that you don’t have to mix

multiple colours for every colour you want then a

set of 36 would be great.

Lightfastness

Picking the right size set
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2) Whether having lots of colours will overwhelm you. Many beginners find

having lots of colours to choose from really confusing and intimidating. I

recommend opting for a set 24 or 36 colours to start with. Once you are

confident picking and mixing your colours you can then invest in more colours if

you want.

Here is a rundown of the coloured pencil brands I recommend. But, really the

best pencils for you are the ones you can get your hands on.

My top recommendation if you are new to this medium is the Prismacolor

Premier coloured pencils. These are artist grade pencils but are also very

affordable. 

These pencils are wax-based, making them soft and easy to blend. They are

also capable of getting in little details so they are suitable for any subject you

want to draw including portraits and animal studies.

The lightfastness ratings aren’t brilliant for this set, but they are perfect if you

are just practicing and aren’t thinking about selling your art soon. You can still

sell art made with these. Just be aware that some of the colours may fade

faster than others.

Top beginner coloured pencil brands

Prismacolor Premier
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Other brands to consider

My next go-to brand of pencils is the Faber

Castell Polychromos. These are amazing quality,

oil-based, pencils that have great lightfastness

ratings. Even though they are oil-based they still

blend nicely and are perfect for tiny details. If

you are really into drawing animals then these

are great for all of the details.

The only complaint I have with this set is that the

white pencil isn’t as bright and opaque as some

other brands. So, I recommend buying a single

white Prismacolor pencil or other wax-based

coloured pencil brand.

Some of you may have heard of Caran D’ache Luminance and be wondering

why they are not on the list. After all, even I have said before that they are

some of the best coloured pencils on the market.

I do not recommend these pencils to beginners as they are very expensive. This

is because of the pencil quality and mainly the extremely high lightfastness

ratings these pencils have. 

Therefore, they are more suited to artists that sell their artwork and want to

ensure their clients have art that is not going to fade. Using these pencils just

for practice is unnecessary. 

Faber Castell Polychromos

What about Caran D'ache Luminance?

Derwent coloursoft

Caran D’ache Pablo

Koh-I-Noor Polycolor

If you can't get either of the above brands here are some alternatives:
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#2Paper
Picking the correct paper is just as important as the pencils themselves. Having

the wrong paper for your coloured pencil techniques can make your drawing

turn out very differently compared to if you chosen the right paper.

But, with so many paper options out there it can be so overwhelming and can

make you very confused. Don’t worry. I am going to tell you what to consider

when choosing your paper and tell you what paper I use that is perfect for all

coloured pencil techniques and subject matters.

There are 5 main things to consider when choosing your paper.

1) The size of your paper. 
A great size to start with is 9 x 12 inch. It isn’t too small where you cant get in

tiny details, nor is it too large where the thought of colouring the whole page is

daunting.

2) Thickness of the paper. 
Each piece of paper will have a weight in lbs or gsm. These numbers refer to

how thick the paper is. 

You will want to pick a paper around 100-140lb if you want a nice weighty feel

to your final pieces. You can go a bit less than this but anything thinner than

100lb would be too flimsy to handle all of the layering and techniques required

for coloured pencil drawings.

Choosing the perfect paper
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4) Tone of paper 
You can get paper in all different colours. Toned paper is amazing and really

fun to draw on. As it is typically a midtone colour, you can see your highlights

and shadows when you draw, which is another way of working compared to

white paper where you already have the lightest colour and you are just going

darker. This makes toned paper especially great for practicing your lights and

darks.

Tan and grey are very common colours of toned paper. Black paper is also

really fun to draw on, especially if you just use a white pencil. You can create

really nice, high contrast drawings with black paper.

A more textured paper should be used

when using solvent to blend (more on

that later) as this is a blending technique

where you are adding a liquid to the

paper and so need a paper that can

handle wet media. Watercolour paper

can be a great option for drawings

where you are using the solvent

technique.

Normally, you will want to avoid a paper

that is too rough and textured for

coloured pencil drawings because they

make it very difficult to get fine detail

and create realistic drawings.

3) Paper surface. 
You need to consider how smooth or rough you want your paper to be. Really

smooth paper can be great for getting smooth blending when doing portraits,

but too smooth and the paper can find it hard to grip onto lots of layers of

pencil. You will need to find a balance between having a smooth surface and

picking a paper that has enough texture to grab onto the pigment.
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Strathmore bristol smooth 300s paper- great for portraits where you

are using the burnishing method to blend.

Strathmore bristol vellum 300s paper- great paper for all subject

matters and coloured pencil techniques (including blending with solvent.)

Strathmore toned tan/grey paper- brilliant toned paper for practicing

your lights and darks with coloured pencils.

Strathmore mixed media grey- very thick paper, good for more finished

drawings with coloured pencil on toned paper, rather than sketches.

Strathmore has many great paper options for your coloured pencil drawings

and they are my favourite brand for paper. They have paper options for all

budgets. They have 300, 400 and 500 series paper, 300 series being their

cheaper selection. All their papers are great quality.

My favourites

These are not the only great options Strathmore has for coloured pencils. You

can pick any paper pad that is designed for pencil drawings.

5) Archival/ acid free 
When you are picking your paper try to get one that is acid free, so that the

paper will not yellow over time.

Top paper brands

Strathmore Papers

Use the 5 factors above when choosing the best paper for your coloured pencil

drawings from what is available to you. Here are my favourite paper brands.
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Watercolour Papers

Fabriano artistico hot pressed watercolour paper- great quality paper

allowing you to create gorgeous drawings using solvent.

Arteza cold pressed watercolour paper- even though this paper is cold

pressed, it doesn't have a lot of texture making it ideal for drawings where

you still want to be able to achieve lots of photorealistic detail.

Arches hot pressed watercolour paper

As I mentioned earlier, watercolour paper is good for coloured pencil drawings

where you are using the solvent blending technique. Hot pressed watercolour

paper is particularly ideal as it can handle the wet solvent, but hasn't got too

rough of a texture making achieving fine detail impossible.

You can use cold pressed watercolour paper too as long as it isn't too

textured. Too much paper texture will result in a drawing that looks very grainy.

Here are some watercolour paper brands I recommend for coloured pencil

drawings.

The Arteza paper is the cheapest out of these 3 and so most suitable for

beginners. However, you don't need these exact papers. Any hot pressed

watercolour paper will do, so pick whatever is in your budget and available to

you.
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You can also blend by burnishing the coloured pencils together. This just means

using the pencil pressure to merge the layers of pencil. You can use the actual

coloured pencils for this, or you can use a colourless blending stick.

A colourless blending stick is a pencil made of just a binder (no pigment) that

helps to smudge the coloured pencil shading together to give a smoother

result.

#3Other Tools
Blending with solvent

Rubbing alcohol

Mineral spirits

Turpentine

Blending with solvent can stop your

drawings looking grainy and transform

them into vibrant paintings. 

Solvents that will work:

I use the Zest-it pencil blend solvent.

I use a filbert paintbrush when blending with solvent as it gives you a lot of

control and allows you to blend large areas quickly. You can also use cotton

buds or a clean blending stump instead.

Blending by burnishing
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Sharpener- you won't get very far without one of these! You can get a

handheld, crank handle or electric sharpener, whatever you prefer. I use

the Derwent superpoint manual sharpener.

HB graphite pencil for sketching.

Erasers- a kneaded eraser is great for lightening up your graphite sketch.

A stick eraser is also handy for creating highlights and texture, I love the

Tomobow Mono eraser.

X-acto crafting knife- this tool is amazing for creating details and

highlights by scraping away the top layers of coloured pencil.

Empty ballpoint pen- A ballpoint pen that has run out of ink is super

handy for indenting highlights into our paper before colouring, like white

hairs or whiskers.

Pencil extenders- This is a genius tool to have on hand if you don’t want

to waste any of your coloured pencils. When your pencil gets too tiny to

hold pop it into a pencil extender and get a bit more use out of it!

White gel pen- This can be used to create extra sparkly highlights.

However, as it isn’t archival with coloured pencils, due to it potentially

chipping off. But, it can be fun to use to give your drawing that extra

something it needs to pop.

Tape- A roll of clear tape or washi tape can be handy as it allows you to

tape the sides of your drawing to the desk to create a pretty border, as

well as stopping the drawing from moving around whilst you work.

As well as your pencils, paper and blending tools there are a few other

materials you will need to get. Only the sharpener, eraser and graphite pencil

are essentials (the others are optional.)

Other supplies
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Zest-it pencil blend solvent- I love this solvent because it is non toxic.

Daler Rowney Size 10 Filbert Brush- Brilliant to use when blending with

solvent.

X-acto crafting knife- Amazing at adding tiny details and indenting

highlights, especially for hair and fur.

Faber Castell Graphite Pencils- You can use any HB pencil you want, but

I use the one from this pencil set.

Derwent Superpoint Manual Sharpener- This is my favourite sharpener

and gets your pencils super sharp.

Faber Castell kneaded eraser- Good for lightening up sketch outlines.

Prismacolor Premier 36 set- Great for any subject matter but I love them

for portraits.

Faber Castell Polychromos 36 set- Harder pencils making them brilliant

for detailed drawings. These are my go-to pencils for animal studies.

Caran D'ache Luminance White- This white pencil is super opaque

compared to other brands, you can purchase these pencils singularly.

Strathmore 300s Smooth Paper- Great for drawings where you want

smooth shading and are using burnishing to blend.

Strathmore 300s Vellum Paper- Brilliant all-round paper, even can be

used for blending with solvent.

Strathmore Toned Tan Paper- Useful for practicing your lights and darks.

Fabriano Artistico Hot Pressed Watercolour Paper- More premium

option for blending with solvent.

Want a handy list of all of the coloured pencil supplies you need? I've got

you covered! Here are links to the coloured pencil supplies I use most often.

Pencils

Paper

Other tools
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https://geni.us/zestitblend
https://geni.us/dalerrowneyfilbert
https://geni.us/XactoCraftingKnife
https://geni.us/FaberCastell9000
https://geni.us/DerwentSharpener
https://geni.us/KneadedEraser
https://geni.us/Prismacolor36Set
https://geni.us/Polychromos36Set
https://geni.us/luminancewhite
https://geni.us/bristolsmooth
https://geni.us/BristolVellum
https://geni.us/StrathmoreTonedTan
https://geni.us/fabrianohotpressed


There’s obviously a lot more to drawing than just the supplies you use,

but I hope this guide gave you some new tips and tools to help you

make more realistic drawings.

And if you’d like to take your coloured pencil drawing skills to the

next level, I’m actually in the middle of planning the release of a new

comprehensive coloured pencil drawing course!

Walking you step by step through every detail of the drawing process,

and showing you how to create ultra realistic coloured pencil

drawings no matter what your skill level is today.

If you’ve made it this far, then you are the exact type of person I

want to help in the program, and I’d love to get your feedback on

what to include in the course!

Here’s a link to a quick survey I created:

TAKE THE SURVEY

Thanks so much for your help!

Kirsty Partridge

Creator of The Coloured Pencil Academy

TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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https://wadealters.typeform.com/to/rUyQFhOj

